luxuriance. foliage.
herbage. extension. embellishments.
to embellish and extend. to exaggerate.
tributary stream.
small horn. branchlet.
antenna. twig. feeler.
horned. cornute. hirsute.
corneulate. corneous.
branched.
grove. wood. thicket. branches.
branch. branching.
ramified. in shreds. in pieces.
indicator. index.
(dial. sundial. criterion. average(s).
gnomon. guideline.
a small horn or branch.
palpus. (biol.) ramus. (z.) antenna.
feeler. branchlet.
a small horn.
(z.) mandibulata. antennata.
branch. limb. bough. twig.
ramification. offshoot. shoot. subdivision. tributary. phylum.
plug.
to cut the branches.
off. to truncate. to prune. to top.
layering.
branchy. ramified.
ramous. ramulous. ramose.
Sixteenth letter of the Persian alphabet. representing the number 300 in the Arabic numerical alphabet, when suffixed to the imp. root of certain verbs, letter š forms verbal nouns (as in: šāh. khvāsh. kadh. etc).
his. her. its.
him. her (as in: šāh. kadh. etc).
young man.
bravo. well-done. a gift. gift of money handed out (usually to the musicians) at wedding parties. cheers.
(sad.) belladonna.
hat.
masculine proper noun.
connecting rod.
horn. cornu.
trumpet. branch. bough. limb. (biol.) ramus. fragment. piece. kerato.
to have the horns (of two animals) entangled. to collide.
to fight together.
to buck. to butt. to gore.
cornucopia.
to call.
to be named.
to be called.
baker, nimble, clever.

(bot.) satyrium.

شاطریون، ملعب.

شاعر (شعر) نه.

poet, versifier. bard.

lyric, troubadour. skald. troubre.

a famous poet.

lyrist. shad, shadouf.

light, shining, radiant, illuminating.

joy, happiness. merrymaking, pleasure.

juiciness, freshness, succulence.

peace (he) to his departed spirit.

to express joy.

to become glad, cheerful, or happy.

peaceful.

to express joy.

to become glad, cheerful, or happy.

branching, ramulous, ramose, ramified.

to branch out, to ramify.

horny, corneous.

ramose. corneate. kerato-

spectacles.

to become glad, overjoyed.

joy, happiness, merrymaking, pleasure.

rejoicing, gladness, joviality, joyousness, cheer, elation, merriment, merrymaking, revelry.

to join in, to participate in.

to become glad, cheerful, or happy.

joy, happiness, merrymaking, pleasure.

to join in, to participate in.

to become glad, cheerful, or happy.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.

to become glad, overjoyed.
foundation, groundwork, basis.

to lay the foundation of something.
Paddy rice, rice cultivation.

Camel(een) [camel's hair].

Field rice, field paddy, paddy field.

supper dinner.
to give supper (dinner) to.
to sup, to take (eat) dinner, to dine.

at the dinner (dining) table.
dinner party.

The last Supper.

(geog.) Damascus.

(geog.) Syria.

champagne.

inauspiciousness.

lofty, high, exalted.

eventide, night.
evening dinner time.

(a) tattoo.

including, comprising, consisting, involving, inclusive, applicable, encompassing.

this does not include that.

this adventure involves danger.

this law is not applicable to this case.

to apply to, to involve.

bawling over the unhappy incident.

he is still employed.

or he is employed.

or he was occupied in national service.

he was employed in national service.

suppository.

preemptor.

Shafite.

Shafi (Amam al-Shafi).

member of a Sunni sect founded by Imam Mohammad Shafiee.

Shi'a, Faith, Religion.

difficult, hard, onerous, unpleasant.

rigid, severe, callous, tough, burdensome, laborious, heavy.

a difficult duty.

a hard task. toil.

the onerous (laborious) duties of a janitor.

an unpleasant (a heavy or severe) undertaking.

rigid regulations.

plumb line.

for (poet) plummet.

hard, difficult, onerous.

he is still employed.

or he was employed.

or he was occupied in national service.

he was employed in national service.

he was occupied in national service.

suppository.

preemptor.

Shafite.

Shafi (Amam al-Shafi).

member of a Sunni sect founded by Imam Mohammad Shafiee.

Shi'a, Faith, Religion.

difficult, hard, onerous, unpleasant.

rigid, severe, callous, tough, burdensome, laborious, heavy.

a difficult duty.

a hard task. toil.

the onerous (laborious) duties of a janitor.

an unpleasant (a heavy or severe) undertaking.

rigid regulations.

plumb line.

for (poet) plummet.

hard, difficult, onerous.

he is still employed.

or he was employed.

or he was occupied in national service.

he was employed in national service.

he was occupied in national service.

he was employed in national service.

he was occupied in national service.

he was employed in national service.

he was occupied in national service.

he was employed in national service.
night attack.  

lightning.  

nightlight.  

every night.  

wedding night.  

dark night.  
nightmare.  
nightgown.  
nightsky.  
nighttime.  

all night long.  

every night.  
to stay up all night.  
to end or pass (the night).  

day became night.  

his time was wasted.  

de not out (last) the night.  
in one night, night of, old night.  
youth.  

youthful.  

Jewish and Syriac month (Jan-Feb).  
iluminating during the night.  
incandescent.  
phosphorescent.  
glowworm.  
lightning bug.  
shepherd.  
pastoral.  
herdsman.  
herdsman.  
nights.  

nightingale.  

silence.  

takes (after) his father.  

morning star.  

Dog Star.  

night.  

evening.  
at night.  
during the night.  
nighttime.  
nightside.  

confinement.  

for games, dances, etc.  

character.  

dramatist.  

puppet show.  


all night vig.  

vigil.  

watch.  

nocturnal devotion.  

to stay awake at night.  

vigilant during the night.  

sleepless.  

shining at night.  

phosphorescent.  

nightsky.  

nursing care of the patient round-the-clock.  

round-the-clock, pertaining to night and day or all the time.  

boardinghouse.  
pension.  

paster.  

pastoral.  
pastorship.  

pastoralism.  

musical.  

church.  

to paritise to shepherd.  

(z) screech owl.  

animal.  

facing page.  

all night.  

to take after.  

to like each other.  

his.  

beares resemblance to (takes after) his father.  

morning star.  

Dog Star.  

night.  

at night.  
during the night.  
nightside.  

confinement.  

for games, dances, etc.  

character.  

dramatist.  

puppet.  

marionette.  

(bot) wallflower.  

gillyflower.  

common stock.  

garden rock.  

dame's violet.  

bat.  

(at) sphenoideal.  

nightsky.
winter.

hurry. speed. haste. pressing. urgency. acceleration. rush. dash. velocity. quickness. swiftness. rapidity.

hurry up.

at full speed. with all speed.

make no haste. don't hurry.

in this case.

acceleration of gravity.

the velocity of a bullet.

a bullet. a shot.

a bullet shot. to hit a bullet. to hit.

negative (or minus) acceleration.

retardation.

quickly. hurriedly.

to hurry. to hasten. to make haste. to be in a hurry. to expedite. to accelerate.

hastily. hurriedly. speedily. accelerated.

try to hasten. to speed up.

to hasten. to hurry. to speed.

be in a hurry. to have speed.

be accelerated. to slow down.

acceleration due to gravity.

accelerator.

angular acceleration.

precipitance.

haste. hurry. hasten. speedometer.

rush. quick in action. hasty.

cyclotron. fast-worker. a bullet shot. to hit a bullet. to hit.

to hasten. to expedite.

precipitate. hasten. precipitate. hastened. precipitate.

kind (of) pediculosis.

lousy.

weevil. plant louse. animal louse. pediculosis. lousy. pediculosis.

slap.

his holiness. his eminence.

to instil doubts into one's mind. to misrepresent a case.

to remove all doubt.

to admit. to suppose.

doubtful. suspicious.

surprise attack by night. a night attack. night attack.

raid. attack (raid) by night. to launch a night assault. to blize.

similar. alike. icon.

comparable. resembling. likeness. portrayal. (religious) representation. effigy.

to be alike. to resemble each other.

this is similar to that.

represent a drama. to dramatize.

to play the part of a person.

like a bird.

be like his father.

be like his mother. to say. to be.

dramatist. portraitist.

black. go to bed.

frost. fog. hoar frost.

black. go to bed.

like. likeness.

be like. to be like.

analogue. similar thing. similarity.

pseudo. (same as suffix "oid").

cylindrical.

anthropoid.

anthropoid. manlike.

crystalloid.

penis.

paratypical.

cylindroid.

trapezoid.

coral.

metalloid.

spheroïd.

rhomboid.

conoid.

pinnoid.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

(mad. lie. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.

maddness. lie.

to take. to catch.

to give one cause for suspicion.

suspicion.

to cause.

to take.

to be uneasy or suspicious.

pediculicide.
many persons, many people

third party insurance

personally, in person.

he will personally be responsible.

personal, private, individual, civilian, personal home.

personalities, personal affairs.

character.

brave, courageous, bold, audacity, pluck, intrepidity.

carrier using camels, camel driver, camel owner.

riding a camel.

string of camels.

(z) camelopard, giraffe, mixup, contrarieties, incongruous remarks.

checkered, like chessboard.

a certain person, somebody

the characters of the story, the minister (himself).

raised in, or belonging to winter, hybernal.

winter crop.

(z) plant louse, aphid, phyloxera, grape borer.

brave, courageous, plucky, bold, audacity, valiant, intrepid, gallant.

the Water Snake.

Bravely, heroically, courageously, boldly.

Arabian camel, dromedary.

bactrian camel.

(z) camelidae.

rancorous, spiteful, coward.

chief of the police, policeman.

horns.

stiff, inelastic, erect, inflexible, recalcitrant, stiff neck.

to become erect.

pearl ash.

potassium carbonate.

potash ashes.

meteor, aerolith, aerolite, meteorite.

handful given by the winner of a game to those present. windfall, curse.
his statement seemed true.

an account of his travels.

the details of my report.

a definition of the subject.

an expose of the truth.

disclosure of the secret.

the specifications of the charge against an officer.

particulars of the event.

he briefed me on the subject.

a précis of French history.

a record of his deeds.

give an account of to describe, to explain, to explicate.

give an extensive account of.

as follows:

slices. portion.

cut, small party. small detachment.

smaller, a, an, one, an. pl.

car; the milkman.

scintillating, raining sparks.

fierce, savage, violent, ferocious.

murmuring (noise).

shattering, dazzle, shock.

flushing, splash, pouring (noise).

effusion, purling, flowing noisily.

falling, freshet, gurgles.

to murmur (as water), to purr.

to gurgle, to fall noisily.

a purring stream.

the water.

flew (fell down) noisily.

freshet, small fall.

condition.

for instance.

term, stipulation, proviso, covenant.

wager. bet, lot, proviso, provision.

print it.

of his activities.
I too attended their meeting.
memorandum.
memorandum of association.
shame on you.
shame. modesty. difference.
timidity. bashfulness. shyness. coyness.
womanly, demureness.
shame-faced. ashamed.
ashamed. put to shame.
ashamed. abashed. mortified. embarrassed.
to be ashamed. to feel ashamed.
to be embarrassed. to be put to shame.
to make ashamed. to put to shame.
to put to bashfulness (by favo(u)ring, compliments or by an evil act).
poison.

shame-faced. be made ashamed. be put to shame.

I too attended their meeting.
memorandum.
memorandum of association.
shame on you.
six-lettered.

the entire six parts into which a real estate is divided, highest pitch or range. Entirely, clean.

entire. Whole.

(in backgammons) position of a piece that is locked up behind six consecutive points, blocked, unable to extricate oneself. Impasse.

six-year-old.

hexagon, hexahedron.

hexagonal, hexameric, hexamerous.

hexagonal, hexameter, hexameteric, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.

hexagonal, hexagonal, hexagonal.
mortal, concrete.

conglomerate, elastic rock.

laying of concrete.

(ab) drupaceous.

the two lips.

labia minora.

labia majora.

right of preemption.

aurora, evening twilight.

aurora australis.

aurora borealis.

mercy, humiliation, suffer, to mitigate.

compassion, commiseration, pity, kindness, tenderness, graciousness, leniency, to have pity on, to commiserate.

labial.

intercessor, preceptor.

compassion, tender, kind.

splitting, chink, crack, split.

erect, stiff.

to become erect.

alternative.

eventuality, phase, branch, subdivision, schism, discord, split, quitor.

(bot) wild carrot, parsnip.

(bot) carn pavilion, meadow pavilion.

wild parsnip, parsnip of the desert.

gangrene.

to sapitate.

splitting of the moon.

Heraclean task, wonderful feat.

adversity, villainy, wretchedness, wickedness.

(bot) corn poppy, adonis, anemone.

poesy.

branch, (ab) drupe.

nucapuctive, parol, by word of mouth.

a nucapuctive will.

oral examination.

(bot) drupe.

(bot) variety, species, species.

of peach of a dark red color.

(bot) drupelet, drupele.
as a sign of gratitude for this deed.

sweet (spoken).
mellifluous.
sweet apricots.
a kind of sweet.
sweet - spoken. chewing sugar.
(sweet) smile.
sugar bowl.
to drive away.
sweet - spoken.
sugar plantation.
sweetheart's Lips.
scattering sugar.
giving thanks (to God).
thankful.
confectioner.

giving thanks.
to give thanks. thank.
sugared. sugary. cream-colored.
sugary. sweetened.
defeat. failure.
fall. breakage. fracture. refraction. being defeated or vanquished.
to be defeated. to fail to be defeated.
to defeat. to beat. to surpass.
to outbalance. to vanquish.
frasco.
refraction of light.
vincible. conquerable.
beatable.
breakage. fracture. breakdown. rupture.
fracture of a bone.
transverse fracture.
conchoidal fracture.

skepticism. doubt.
shackle.
complaint. grievance.
wailing. murmur. repining. grumbling.
whining. (colloq.) grousing. (slang) gripe.
to complain. to grudge. to whine. to repine. to grumble. to gripe.
to be complained against me.
I have no grievance against you.
the wall of the mourners.
the old woman always murmured.
to expiate. to expiate.
he still grumbles.
so much.
his grouse was unfounded.
refused.
slang. to gripe for nothing.
plaintive.
sugar. granulated sugar.
mint sugar. moscovado.
brown sugar.
aceate of lead. sugar of lead.
to split. to cleave.
to split (partially).
to split. to introduce a fissure in.
insight.
split.
incision.
fissurable.
material.
fast fission.

nuclear fission.
fissure. split. cleft. seam or stitch. undone. cleavage.
to split. to cleave.
to rip up. to unsew. to unstitch.
to slit. to slash. to tear. to undo. to analyze. to be unstitched or unsewn.
ripped.

exploitation. exploitation. exploitation. exploitation.

strange. strangeness.
coolness. disagrement.
thankfulness. gratitude.
thank.
to thank. to give thanks.
to give thanks to God.

thank God.

for.
for.
for.

split. cloven. forked. furcate. cleft.

having a crack or crevice.
nest.

(set) ostiole.
splinter. analyzer.
doubter. skeptic(al).

hunting. prey. game. hunt.
venerity. victim. fortunate hit. catch.
booby. quarrly. kill. upset. discouraged.
to hunt. to kill game.
big game hunting.

to hunt. to prey upon. upset.

knight. knave. cuckoo.

hunting. gamekeeper.
hunter. huntsman.
hunt. predator.
poacher.

hunting - ground. park.

criminal. vicious.
wretched. vicious or person.

criminal. vicious.

sight. accuracy. correctness.
temper.
hemocracy.

sight. accuracy.
idol.
doubt. suspicion. misgiving. skepticism. mistrust. uncertainty. indecision.
incalculability. disbelief. scepticism. hesitation.
doubtless. undoubtedly.
to hesitate in believing something.
to doubt. to suspect.
to fall into suspicion.

ground.
to cause to doubt. to make doubtful or suspicious.

there is no doubt.

about.

doubt. suspicion.
unnatural.

for.

permanence.
broken-winged, unfortunate, bonesetter, orthopaedist.

bone-setting, orthopedics.

to break, to infringe, to interrupt,

to surpass, to strike down, to crack,

to fracture, to shatter, to violate,

to breach, to break up, to break through, to rout, cracking.

broken-hearted, humiliation.

to humble oneself, to forbear

from making pretensions.

to break the window.

to infringe the law.

to interrupt (break up) a friendship.

the waves surpassed the dam.

máqamí rá, ámírá, kishmán.

to strike down a resistance.

to crush a struggle.

íthār, rá, ámírá, kishmán.

to fracture the bone.

auráj, rá, ámírá, kishmán (sála:rá).

a monarchy shattered to pieces.

violated vows.

breach of promise.

máqamí rá, ámírá, kishmán.

to break up a resistance.

ghalabá, rá, ámírá, kishmán.

to break through enemy's lines.

sulub, ámírá, kishmán.

to rout the ranks and files.

súkúb, rá, ámírá, kishmán (áhd:rá).

to invincible, incomparable, unyielding, indomitable, unbeatable.

breakable.

tiny, fragile, brittle, friable.

tiny, breakable.

sad, doleful.

tiny, breakable.

sad, doleful.

very great.

very graceful.

(blot) dehiscent.

(blot) dehiscence.

blossom, bud, bloom.

flowering.

to blossom, to bloom, to bud.

epicurean, go(s)mand, epigoric, ventricle of the heart.

abdominal, ventral.

gastronomical, celiac, coeliac, alvine, uterine, unborn, fetal, glutinous.

(blot) budding.

break, break thou (in combs as in:

fragile, brittle.

abdominal, ventral.

gastronomical, celiac, coeliac, alvine, uterine, unborn, fetal, glutinous.

(blot) budding.

abdominal, band, stomacher.

abdominalcopy.

abdominal.

bend.

twist, wrinkle.

circumvolution, gyrus, convolution.

torture rack.

torment, persecution.

torment, persecution.

torture rack.

torment, persecution.

to be on the rack.

torment.

he was racked with despair.

he was racked with despair.

tormented by enemies.

(e) people./

all peoples.

they persecuted both the Jews and Christians.

frailty, brittleness.

frangibility.

fracture.

test.

fragile, breakable.

break, breaker, infringer, ruptured.

ruptured metal.

very great.

very graceful.

(blot) dehiscent.

(blot) dehiscence.

blossom, bud, bloom.

flowering.

to blossom, to bloom, to bud.

epic, glutinous, voracious.

go(s)mand, rapacious, omnivorous.

rapacious, swinish.

go(s)manding.

phlegmatic, phlegmy, phlegmatic.

phlegmatic, phlegmy, phlegmatic.

to go(o)mandize, to glutonize.

cerebral ventricle.

griques, stomach-ache.

diabetes, diabetic.

intestinal, apoplectic.

intestinal, apoplectic.

intestinal, apoplectic.

intestinal, apoplectic.

intestinal, apoplectic.

intestinal, apoplectic.

intestinal, apoplectic.
to rejoice at another's misfortune. taunting.

to count, to reckon, to enumerate.

to count on, to rely on.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.

to count, to include, to reckon.
to swim under water.
swimming pool. natatorium.
knowledge. recognition.
acquainted. to recognize. to know. to acknowledge. to be acquainted with. (Biblical) to lie with.
I saw him in the street but he did not recognize me.
new candle.
candle end.
candlestick. chandelier. candle
(bot.) geranium. cranebill. shepherd's needle.
(bot.) pelargonium. (bot.) geraniaceae.
to shore up. to support by a shore. to prop. to buttress.
candlemaker. chandler.
(candlemaking) chandlery.
shore. prop. small candle. taper. butter.
taper. (candle) metre. (candle) candle.
Simon. Simeon.
sun. (pl. of suns) suns.
(sun) (water) sunlight.
candle. (candles) lamp. (candles) light.
comprised. inclusion.
small part. slight notion. short account.
(collective for (candle) candle).

sheep. (sheep) lamb.
(sheep) wool.
sweet odour.

bullion. ingot. bar. pig.
gold bullion (ingot).
silver bar.
pig iron.
(box) box. (bot.) box wood.
(plant) prick wood. (plant) prick timber.
(plant) Celastraceae.

rule or perpendicular used in painting.
word. sabre. broadsword. saber. scissors. scimitar. cutlass.
to strike with a sword.
to use a sword. to sword.
to draw (unsheath) one's sword.
to put to (the edge) of the sword. to kill.
(mil.) present sabre!
sword belt. saber belt.
(mil.) return sabre!
sword cut.
(mil.) draw saber!

fencer. swordsman.
fencing. swordsmanship. swordcraft.
to fence.
swordsmanship.
swordsmith.
 manufacture of swords.
 sword cutlery. swordmaking.
(z.) swordfish.
sword-shaped. ensiform. gladiate. xiphoid.
candle. shore. prop. butts. (candle) candle.
candle-power. (mach.) spark-plug.
a 100 candle-power lamp.
candle per square metre.

nothern. arctic. northward(s).
northwardly. boreal. hyperborean.
lying north and south.
perfumed pastille.

icon. character. sketch.
iconolatry.

sweet odour.
harpexus. blunderbuss.
(bed) sheet.
general who slew Imam Hossein in Karbela. a cruel person.
out-herd. Herod.
count thou.
distinction.

we counted all the books.
who can count all the stars?
distinct.
deliberately.

the sun. sol. helio-
sphere.

frog. ornamental fastening or loop.
solar. feminine proper noun.
solar system.

feminine proper noun.
solar.
**Shawad**

shahad, shahid (pl. of shahid) witnesses, testimonies.
gay, jovial, witty, saucy.
impudent, saucy, impudence.
good natured, of a gay or witty nature.
rigid, by the book, strict.
waistcoat.
bustier, unmentionables.

to be fervent or passionate.
to be full of emotions.

**Showman**

showman, showman in a show.

**Shoe**

boots, shoe, slippers.

**Shoe**

to be certain.

this food is a bit salty.

I am anxious or uneasy.

in the height of his anger, he laughed.
to go off the deep end.
to run into the ground, to go too far.
deliberation.

consultation, reading, hearing, palaver.

not to have the authority.

to crack good-natured jokes.
life is a jest.

divorce, to divorce, to divorce.
to fun about marriage.

by the book.
someone.
someone.

unheard.

abominable, abominable.
edespicable, atrocious.
obscene act, act.

the (pl.)

wash, to wash.

husband.

going.

becoming.

show.

night.

in some dialects.

a band.

mustache hairs growing beyond the upper lip.

the tenth Arabic lunar month.

knight, cavalier.

washer.
salinity. salinity.
saline. saline.
council. assembly.
dog. dog.
revolt. revolt. upheaval.
affirmative. coup d’etat. clean sweep. uprising. rebellion. insurgents. cataclysm. breakup. mutiny. recalibration. regularization. to revolt. to make a coup d’etat. to rebel. to insurg. to recalibrate. to mutate. to make a revolution. a national upheaval. to make a revolution (mutiny of the troops). the insurgents were captured.
salt. salty. brackish. briny.
saltiness. salinity.
water. water.
rath. rath.
wood. wood.
watch. watch.
watchman. watchman.
watchtower. watchtower.
water dropwort.
munition. propulsion. foreboding. inauspiciousness.
cause. reason.
broad. fulcrum.
cause.
(a) niggel seed.
ferment.
prison. ingot.
chafier. driver.
(b) acanthus.
glory. illustrious. pompous.
(b) hemlock.
spinal. spine.
quilt.-like mantle.
ominous. ill luck. inauspicious.
sinister. gloomy. menacing.
water. water.
unhappy.
frenzied. wretched.
mad. distressed.
roadway. highway. causeway.
gravelled road. levelled road.
Susa. Cirassian. sabre.
air. breath.
chauffeur. driver.
(a motor car or bus)
wind. wind.
woods. wood.
windy. windy.
rebel. revolutionary.
revolutionary.
rebel. revolutionary. insurgent. recalcitrant. washing place.
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
write down your family name and address. Your fellow citizen.

municipality, town council, municipal council.

living in a city, urban life. A small province.

court of first instance. A peep show.

citizens, inhabitants of a city. Base money with a nominal value circulated for force.

celebrated (person). A thing famous.

famous all over the world. A city, town. Chief city, metropolitan.

sovereign, monarch. A king.

sixth month of the Persian calendar having 31 days. (September/October). Monthly salary.

tuition, stipend. Prince.

redness-blue. A mistress.

checkmate. Shahanshah.

chief of police head-quarters.

by. The lady of the town.

take away from, remove. A bad rumour. A rumour.

bitterness. A man.

to spread around (about).
milk jug.
milk cup, milk glass.
lactiferous, milk.
abomasum, abomasus.
rennet stomach.
yellowish or pale green.
lionhearted, lionheart.
breastpump, milked.
milkmaid.
milk pail.
milk.
nursing mothers.
milk cow.
galactagogue, galactogenus.
(bot.) milkwort.
heroin, lioness, virago.
amazon.
strong as a lion.
slender, daring.

lacto(d)s/meter, galactometer.

yellowish-white, white.
dotted with yellow.
milkman, milkmaid.
large, buckle.

coffee with milk.
distiller.
distillery, tavern.

warm milk, lukewarm.

soft-boiled egg.

(bot.) milkweed, milkwort.
capturer of lions, bold, daring.

(pastry) made with milk.

(z.) siren, kind of fish with white scales, walrus, teeth of a fish.

(z.) sirenian, sirenian.

rennet.

lactose.
to breast feed.
lactiferous.
head-band (of a book).
order, tie, cord or tape used in binding a book, binder.
(native) of Shiraz.
valiant, overthrowing a lion.
milk of lime.
rice milk, rice pudding.
dairy.
gift to a bride's mother (for having nursed her).

dive, header, plunger, dip, swoop, nose dive, power dive.
to dive, plunge, nose dive.
she dived into the water.

to take water with a plunge, to dive.
tea with milk.

having claws like those of a lion.
dairy, lion house, cage.

purging, manna.

hot liver.

sucking, breast feeding.
in infant, lacteiferous, sucking.
sucking.

nursery.
sucking period or state.
suckling baby.

lactotic, suckling.
satin, diabolic, devilish, demonic.
devilishness, demoniacal, mischief.
naughtiness, diablerie, deviltry.
to have a wet dream.
to have a nocturnal pollination.
to be naughty, to do mischief.
to act mischievously, to play the devil.
naughtiness, diablerie, deviltry.

music, chant, ditty, ditty.
naughtiness, prank, craftiness.
slyness, Devilishness, diablerie.
roguishness, mischief.
to play the devil, to be naughty.

leave off your pranks.
Shiite sectarian.
Shisheh.

sectarian, pertaining to the Shites.
state of being enamored.
infatuation, captivation.

Schistosomia, Schistosoma.

spiteful, irritable.
to enameled, to infatuate, to fascinate, to captivate, to charm.

Singlet, singlet.
to enameled, to infatuate, to fascinate, to captivate.
to enamored, to be infatuated, to be fascinated (captivated).

to be enamored, to be infatuated.

passionately enamored of her love.

deeply fallen in love.

I was fascinated (captivated) by her kindness.
schistosomia, Schistosoma.

schistosomiasis, Schistosomiasis.
yellow-black, yellow-brown.
lyricle, lycia.

milkiness, lactescence.
milk tooth.

whiteness, white.

white, milk-white.

milk, milk adulterants.

narcotic preparation from opium residue.

white molasses.

fruit juice, wine, molasses.
to press the juice of, to obtain the juice of.
to soil, to make a person.

white wine, white.

wine, grape.

white, milk-white.

lactate, milk, milk-cream.

lactic, milk, milk-cream.

milk, milk alcohol.

condensed milk, milk cream.

lionheart, hero, brave.
young worth, young.

milk, milk cream.

milk, milk cream.

white wine, white.

lactic, milk, milk-cream.

milk, milk alcohol.

lactic, milk, milk-cream.

milk, milk alcohol.

lactic, milk, milk-cream.

milk, milk alcohol.

lactic, milk, milk-cream.

milk, milk alcohol.
to play a trick upon.
coquetish, tricky.
having a peculiar manner or style.
neighing.

sheikhs, elders, sheikhs.
outbreak, prevalence.
rampancy, publicity, spreading.
incidence, spread.
Incidence of disease.
to publish, to noise or spread abroad.
to be spread or published.
to prevail, to become prevalent, to be propagated.

shelling (pl. of sheller) (geog.) Chicago.
sheik, sheikh, sheik.
smartly dressed, dandy.
smart, smartly dressed, dandy.

shoeless.

- The document contains a page with a mix of English and Persian text, along with some Arabic script.

- Natural text:
  
  to play a trick upon.
  coquetish, tricky.
  having a peculiar manner or style.
  neighing.

  - The text seems to be discussing various aspects of behavior and mannerisms, possibly in the context of social etiquette or reporting on certain activities or characteristics.

  - Terms like 'sheikhs' and 'smartly dressed' suggest a cultural or social context, possibly from a Western perspective.

  - The presence of 'shelling' and 'Chicago' suggests a geographical or cultural reference.